
National Parks of Japan

Travel 
is enjoyed.
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Your nearest airport

↓Airplane

10:10am 
Memanbetsu Airport

↓Rental car　60min

11:00am 
Lunch in Bihoro or Tsubetsu

↓Rental car 　30min

1:00pm
  Forest Fragrance Making Tour

↓Rental car 　30min

3:00pm 
The Tsubetsu Pass  

↓Rental car　30min

4:30pm 
Accommodation in Tsubetsu

7:30am 
Accomodation in Tsubetsu

↓Rental car　90min

9:10am 
Climb Mount Meakan

↓On foot

3:20pm 
Onneto Observation Deck  

↓Rental car　40min

5:00pm 
Accommodation in Akankohan

8:30am
Accommodation in Akankohan

↓Rental car　60min

9:30am
 Journey to Feel the Lifeforce of the Earth

↓Rental car　30min

12:30pm
Lunch at a restaurant in 
Kawayu Hot Spring Town 

↓On foot

1:30pm
Kawayu Eco 
Museum Center

↓Rental car　30min

2:45pm
Hiking around 
Wakoto Peninsula

↓Rental car　30min

5:00pm
Accommodation in 
the Kawayu Onsen area
8:30pm
 Lake Mashu 
            Starlight Tour
A11 

A05 

You can enjoy 
a fantastic view of 
Lake Kussharo from 
the Tsubetsu Pass.

Buy an obento 

(Japanese lunchbo
x) 

before climbing!

Visit the gallery and buy souvenirs here!

Mount Meaka
n is one of the

 many volcan
oes dotting 

Akan Mashu
 National Pa

rk. You can e
xperience 

a breathtakin
g 360-degree

 panorama fro
m its summit.

This is a fun place to lea
rn about 

the nature and wildlife o
f the 

Mashu area within Akan
 Mashu 

National Park.

On the small peninsula that juts out into Lake Kussharo, there is a 2.5 kilometer long hiking course which boasts many natural wonders.  Hikers can enjoy seasonal plants, the northernmost min-min zemi, or Japanese cicadas, and the fuming Oyakotsu Jigoku hot spring at the tip of the cape.

Kushiro River is the only
 river that flows 

from Lake Kussharo, Japan
's largest caldera 

lake. Its headwaters are
 a hotspot for 

canoeing. If you advance
 slowly through 

the stillness, you might 
even hear the 

movements of forest an
imals!

Ainu culture continues to thrive around Akan Mashu National Park. This is a museum that explains the relationship between nature and the lives of Ainu people that has been passed down through the generations to the present day. You can experience traditional Ainu embroidery, wear Ainu clothing, and even take souvenir photos with the magnificent Lake Kussharo as your backdrop.

A quiet lake at the westernmost point of the national park. It is also known as Goshiki-Numa, the Five Colored Lake, because its waters can vary in colors depending on the weather, wind direction, and viewing location.The changing of the leaves at the lake in autumn is especially renowned as a site of scenic beauty.

Day4
8:15am 
Accommodation in Kawayu Onsen

↓Rental car　30min

9:00am
Kushiro River Canoe Tour Midoribashi Course

Kussharo Kotan Ainu Folklore Museum

↓Rental car　30min

12:30pm 
Lunch at a restaurant in Teshikaga

↓Rental car　30min

2:00pm 
Mashu Onsen Roadside Station

↓Rental car　90min

4:00pm 
Kushiro City Red-Crowned Crane Natural Park

↓Rental car　10min

6:40pm 
Kushiro Airport
Depart for Haneda Airport

Observe red-crowned cranes that 
are the symbol of eastern Hokkaido. 
These beautiful cranes are called Sarurun-Kamui 
or “God of the Marshlands” by the 

Ainu people. Here, you can see the cranes 
in an environment that is very close to 

their natural habitat.

Sample Course

4days,3nigh
ts

Highlights

A.m3
Get Out in the Great
Outdoors! Take on
Adventure Courses That
You Will Only Find Here

・Experience with all five senses the forests, volcanoes and 
lakes of Akan Mashu National Park.
・Enjoy a range of outdoor activities from active mountain 
climbing all the way to relaxing canoeing and concocting 
forest fragrances from ingredients gathered on your 
travels.
・The skies above Hokkaido are particularly open and 
clear, offering spectacularly starry skies come nighttime.
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